SHOOTING RANGE POLICIES
HANDGUN STAND
a) This shooting range permits:

Type of weapon

: Handguns according to. § 3 WaffG 1

Shooter's positions

: 3 Shooting ranges

Shooting stance

: in standing position

Shooting distance

: 12 meters

Permitted usage

: maximum muzzle energy 1500 Joule. The usage of
projectiles with a hard core (Steel-core-projectiles
and comparably hard projectiles) is to be excluded.

Allowed target objects : paper targets/cardboard targets,,
other penetratable targets made of wood or plastic
b) The shooting range is not to be entered with a loaded weapon.
c) The shooting range is not to be exited with a loaded weapon.
d) Weapons may only be loaded on-location, whilst the barrel must always be
pointing into the direction of the backstop.
e) You may only shoot the provided targets.
f) Only commercial ammunation is allowed.
g) No self-reloaded ammunation is allowed.
h) Shooting with Hollow Point Bullets is forbidden.
i) Turning around with a loaded weapon is prohibited.

In the version valid at the time of the report creation

j) Weapons may only be put down either unloaded and - depending on the type
of weapon - secured, broken, opened, without magazine or with a swung-out
drum. This applies when the fire is either ordered to be interrupted or
stopped, as well whilst taking personal breaks, target-changes, shooting rangechanges or under similar circumstances.
k) Foreign weapons may not be touched without explicit consent of the owner.
l) At the shooting range, ear protection, as well as eye protection must be worn.
m) Smoking and handling with open fire is prohibited on the rifle stand as well as
on the shooting range for handguns.
n) Staff's orders are to be followed unconditionally!
o) Before entering the line of fire, all weapons need to be unloaded and placed
within safe conditions.
p) The persons involved (shooters, target changers, auxiliary personnel, etc.)
must not be under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
q) Alcohol and/or drugs are strictly prohibited!
r) Emergency numbers:
Ambulance:
Nearest doctor:
Police:
Fire department:

144
06545 605750/ Dr. Peter Laszloffy
133
122

s) A first-aid-kit is located in the anteroom of the shooting ranges.
t) In the case of violations of the shooting range and its policies, shooters can be
excluded from shooting.
u) The operator reserves himself the right to exclude persons from shooting or
entering the shooting range.

Each shooter is responsible for their own
shot!

SHOOTING RANGE POLICIES
Rifle Stand
a) This shooting range permits:
Type of weapon

:

Rifles with bullet caliber

Shooter's positions

:

1 shooting stand (table)

Shooting stance

:

sitting, from the table, or in standing position

Shooting distance

:

100 metres without split distances

Permitted usage

:

maximum muzzle energy 7000 Joule
The usage of projectiles with a hard core (Steelcore-projectiles and comparably hard projectiles) is
to be excluded.

Allowed target objects :
:

paper targets/cardboard targets
other penetratable targets made of wood or plastic

b) The shooting range is not to be entered with a loaded weapon.
c) The shooting range is not to be exited with a loaded weapon.
d) Weapons may only be loaded on-location, whilst the barrel must always be
pointing into the direction of the backstop.
e) You may only shoot the provided targets.
f) Only commercial ammunation is allowed.
g) No self-reloaded ammunation is allowed.
h) Turning around with a loaded weapon is prohibited.
i) The warning signals "horn" and / or "signal light" means persons are within
the immediate area of the backstop. In this case, the shooting must be
stopped immediately and the weapon has to be unloaded.

j) Weapons may only be put down either unloaded and - depending on the type
of weapon - secured, broken, opened, without magazine or with a swung-out
drum. This applies when the fire is either ordered to be interrupted or
stopped, as well whilst taking personal breaks, target-changes, shooting rangechanges or under similar circumstances.
k) Foreign weapons may not be touched without explicit consent of the owner.
l) At the shooting range, ear protection, as well as eye protection must be worn.
m) Smoking and handling with open fire is prohibited on the rifle stand as well as
on the shooting range for handguns.
n) .The instructions of the responsible director of shooting are to be followed
unconditionally!
o) Before reeling in the target, the weapon needs to be unloaded and placed
within safe conditions.
p) The persons involved (shooters, target changers, auxiliary personnel, etc.)
must not be under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
q) Alcohol and/or drugs are strictly prohibited!
r) Emergency numbers:
Ambulance:
Nearest doctor:
Police:
Fire department:

144
06545 605750/ Dr. Peter Laszloffy
133
122

s) A first-aid-kit is located in the anteroom of the shooting ranges.
t) In the case of violations of the shooting range and its policies, shooters can be
excluded from shooting.
u) The operator reserves himself the right to exclude persons from shooting or
entering the shooting range.

Each shooter is responsible for their own
shot!

